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HARMONIC ANALYSIS ON GRASSMANNIAN BUNDLES
ROBERT S. STRICHARTZ1
ABSTRACT. The harmonic analysis of the Grassmannian bundle of fc-dimensional affine subspaces of Rn, as a homogeneous space of the Euclidean motion group, is given explicitly. This is used to obtain the diagonalization of
various generalizations of the Radon transform between such bundles. In abstract form, the same technique gives the Plancherel formula for any unitary
representation of a semidirect product G x V (V a normal abelian subgroup)
induced from an irreducible unitary representation of a subgroup of the form

HxW.

Introduction.
Let Gn,fc denote the Grassmannian manifold of linear fc-dimensional subspaces of Rn, and let Pn>k denote the Grassmannian bundle of affine kdimensional subspaces (also called k-planes), so Pn,k is a bundle over Gn¡k with fibre
dimension m, where m + k = n. In group-theoretic terms, Gn,k = G/H, where

G = SO(n) and H = S(0(k) x 0(m)), or we could just as well take G = 0(n)
and H = 0(k) x 0(m). Let p denote the standard representation of G on V = Rn
and form the semidirect product G x V, the Euclidean motion group, with group
law (<7i,xi) o (g, x) = (gxg, xx +p(gx)x). The Eucidean motion group acts naturally
on the bundle Pn,k- If we let 7Todenote the subspace spanned by the first k basis
elements ei,...,ejfc, then the isotropy subgroup of 7Tois H x W where W is the

subspace 7r0. Thus PUyk= G x V/H X W.
In this paper we obtain the explicit harmonic analysis on Pn,k, the decomposition of L2(Pn¡k) (with respect to the invariant measure) into a direct integral of
irreducible representations of G x V. This is accomplished in two stages. In the
first abstract stage (§2) we let G be any compact Lie group and p any real representation of G on V, and for functions f(g, x) invariant under the right action of a
subgroup

H x W we obtain

the Fourier

f(9,x)= f £

decomposition

formula

FXt6(g,x)du(\).

Here A is an index set for the orbits in W1- under the action of ii. If we choose
a point z\ in each orbit and let G\ and H\ denote the isotropy subgroup of z\ in
G and H respectively, then A a denotes the set of irreducible representations of G\
that occur in L2iG\/H\).
The measure dv(\) is determined by dz = dp.\dv(\),
where dz is Lebesgue measure on W1- and dpt\ is the invariant measure on the orbit.
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The space of Fourier components F\¿ for fixed A, 6 (for 6 G A\) realizes a primary
(or irreducible) representation of G x V induced from a primary (or irreducible)
representation of G\ x V associated to the parameters 6 and z\ by the Mackey
theory. The expression for F\¿ in terms of / is

FKg(g,x)
= (2ir)-mf f f f(ghgZ1,p(ghgZ1)(0,z))
JhJgx

Jw±

x KXt6(gx)e-l{z'z")el{x'pi9h)z^

where K\¿(g\)
resentation 6.
In the second
formula for one
(for a particular

is the bi-.i/Vinvariant

dzdgx dh,

zonal function on G\ associated to the rep-

explicit stage (§3), we return to the case of Pn^ and seek an explicit
typical Fourier component F\¿ for each \,6. What we obtain is
choice of /)

Fx<s(g,x)= j

MS(9Q)

e«<*.«K"»)>
da,

where Ms(u)X,..., wm) is an explicit function defined in terms of certain determinants and (sen) means we let s G O (m) act on the last m components. This is
analogous to our previous description of harmonic analysis on Gn>fcin [10]. The
function F\¿ obtained is "marked" in that it lies in a certain one-dimensional subspace, a highest weight subspace for a certain irreducible representation of G which
occurs with multiplicity one in the representation induced from 6 on G\. Thus any
intertwining operator from functions on Pn^ to functions on Pn^ must send each
such F'x s on Pn<k' to a multiple of Fx<s on Pn,kThis is extremely useful in applications. As an illustration (§5) we diagonalize
certain generalizations of the Radon transform. We fix k' and k, and we choose an
integer parameter j with max(0, k+k' —n) < j < min(fc, k'). Then define R(k', k,j)
from functions

on Pn,k' to functions

on Pn¿

by R(k', k,j)f(ir)

= f f(n'),

where the

integral is taken over all fc'-planes n' that intersect the fixed fc-plane n orthogonally
in a j-dimensional set. These transformations include the usual fc-plane transform
and its dual, and also certain transforms considered by Gonzalez [3]. For those
values of 6 which occur in both Pn,k< and Pn,k, we have

R(k',k,j)FXj

= \i-k.c(6)FXiS,

where c(6) is given as the ratio of certain compact integrals. Of course R(k', k,j)F'x s
= 0 if 6 occurs in Pn,k> but not Pn,k, and this happens when min(fc',n - k' - 1)
> min(fc, n-fc-1).
It seems likely that this approach will yield an inversion formula
for the remaining cases if it is possible to compute the factors c(6) more explicitly.
The abstract harmonic analysis in §2 is extended in §4 to include more general
induced representations of semidirect products. Let G x V denote a semidirect
product, where V is a locally compact abelian group, G is a locally compact group,
and p is a continuous homomorphism of G into the automorphisms of V, with the
group law as before. Consider any closed subgroup of the form H xW and any
representation of G x V induced from an irreducible representation of H x W. We
assume some weak measure-theoretic regularity, so the Mackey theory applies. By
passing to a smaller subgroup if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality
that the representation we are inducing from has the form it x \, where it is an
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of H on a Hubert space H and \ is a character

of W such that p(H)x —XThis time there are three parameters involved in the harmonic analysis of a function / G L2(G x V, M, it x x), the representation space of the induced representation.
First set Z = V/W, decompose Z under the action p(H) into orbits, and let A be
a parameter space for the orbits, with Ç\ a representative point in each orbit. As
before let G\ and H\ denote the isotropy subgroup of C\ in G and H, respectively.
Second, for each fixed A, restrict it to H\ and decompose into a direct integral
fA ira da of primary (or irreducible) representations (ira denotes such a representation of H\ on Ua). Third, for each fixed A and a, decompose the representation of
Gx induced from the representation ira of H\ into a direct integral /A
ir\,a,6 d6
of primary (or irreducible) representations of G\. Then the Fourier decomposition

is

f=fff
JaJaJax.c

F\,«,6d6dadv(\),

where the Fourier component í\,a,¿ ües m a space of functions equivalent to the
representation space for G x V of the representation induced from irXia¿ x (\ + ÇX)

on Gx x V.
The paper concludes (§6) with some remarks, including some open problems that
appear interesting.
The motivation for studying harmonic analysis on Grassmannian bundles, aside
from its intrinsic interest and applications to Radon transforms, comes from the
theory of affine symmetric spaces. Recall that an affine symmetric space is defined
to be a homogeneous space of a Lie group where the factor group is the fixed point
set (or a union of connected components of it) of an involution (see Berger [1]). Now
the harmonic analysis of compact symmetric spaces, such as Gn,k, is well known,
as is the case of noncompact Riemannian symmetric space (G/K, G semisimple, K
maximal compact). Recently, considerable effort has gone into trying to understand
semisimple symmetric spaces, where G is assumed semisimple. See Flensted-Jensen
[2] and Oshima [9] for expositions of the current state of knowledge, which is very
incomplete. The semisimple symmetric spaces possess the additional structure of
an invariant semi-Riemannian metric (it is the geodesic symmetries with repect to
this metric that explain the nomenclature "symmetric").
Now the Grassmannian bundles are examples of affine symmetric spaces of a
degenerate sort; in particular, they possess no invariant semi-Riemannian metrics
(this is discussed in §6). But they can be realized as limits of compact or semisimple symmetric spaces. To explain the compact limit we may regard Gn+i^+i
as the space of fc-planes in the n-sphere Sn (here fc-plane means totally geodesic
fc-dimensional submanifold) by embedding Sn in R™+1 in the usual way and intersecting the (fc + l)-planes in R™+1 with Sn. Then by realizing R™ as the limit of
spheres of radii —yoo we obtain Pn^ as a limit of Gn+i,fc+i. But we can also realize
Rn as the limit of hyperbolic n-spaces with curvature —►
0 and so obtain Pn¿ as
a limit of 0(n, l)/0(k, 1) x 0(m). Thus the results of this paper may give some
indication of the kind of phenomena that might arise in the harmonic analysis of
these hyperbolic semisimple symmetric spaces.
The author is grateful to S. Helgason for many useful suggestions.
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2. An abstract
Plancherei
formula. Let G be a compact Lie group, V a
finite-dimensional real vector space, and p a representation of G on V. On the
Cartesian product G xV define a semidirect group product by
(2.1)

(9,x)o(gx,xx)

= (ggx,x + p(g)xx).

Let H be a closed subgroup of G and W a subspace of V such that p(H)W Ç W.
Then H x W is a subgroup of G x V. The goal of this section is to obtain the
Fourier decomposition of L2(G x V/H x W) with respect to the invariant measure
into a direct integral of primary components.
We may equip V with an inner product (x, y) which makes it an orthogonal
representation, and then we may identify V with its dual. Write V = W ® WL

and x = (y, z) for x G V, y G W, z G Wx. A function / on G X V/H x W can be
identified with a function on G x V satisfying f(g, x) = f(gh, z + p(g)(y,0)) for all
h G H, y G W. It is uniquely determined by its values at points (g,p(g)(0,z)) for
z G WL, and we put

= / / [f(g,P(g)iO,z))2dzdg.
JgJw^The harmonic analysis on G x V/H x W proceeds in two stages; in the first stage
we take the Euclidean Fourier transform on W1- and group terms in p(H) orbits.
Thus write WL = IJaea ^' where each Zx is a p(H) orbit in W1- and A is any
convenient parameter set. Each orbit Zx supports a measure dßX which is invariant
under p(H), again normalized to have total mass one. Then there exists a unique
measure dv(\) on A such that dz — dßXdv(\).
Now take / in L2(G x V/H x W), and assume first that / is G°° with compact
support. Fix g and define

(2.2)

f(g, ?) = (2ir)-m f

Jw*-

f(g, p(g)(0,z))e-^

dz,

where ç 6 W1- and m = dimly-1. Then

f(g,p(g)(0,z))=f

Jw±

f(g,ç)e^dc

by Euclidean Fourier inversion, hence

f(g,x)= [ f(g,çy(*>pw^dc
7X

(2.3)

= / Fx(g,x)dv(\),

J\

where

(2.4)

Fx(g,x) = I f(g, c)^^"^0^

dßx(c).

JZx

Note that under the left action of (gx,xx) in G x V, Fx is sent to

/
Jzx

ifigiQ, ç)ei<*»'><ft»H0''>>)e<<"'<>
dux(c)
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for x = p(g)(0, ç), so the decomposition commutes with the group action. Also note

that f(g,c) = f(gh,-l,p(h)c) for all h G H and

(2-5)

11/111
= (2ir)m
Í I [f{9^)?dgdc
JgJw-i-

by the Plancherel theorem. For a general function / in L2(G x V/H x W) we
approximate by functions in C££m and pass to the limit; (2.2)-(2.5) continue to
hold in the appropriate sense. Furthermore the map / —►
/ is onto all L2 functions

satisfying /(ff/i_1,p(/i)c) = /(ff>?) for all h G H.
In the second stage we need to decompose the functions Fx further. For each
orbit Zx choose a point zx G Zx, and let Hx and Gx denote the subgroups of H and

G that fix zx. Then the p(H)-orbit Zx can be identified with H/Hx and Zx Ç Xx,
where Xx is a /)(G)-orbit in W that can be identified with G/Gx. There is usually
a "nice" way to choose zx as A varies so as to minimize the number of different Hx

and G\ groups.
We then define <px(gHx) = f(g,zx), so <pxis a function on G/Hx and <¡>x
determines f(g, c) for all ç G Zx. In terms of 4>xwe have
(2.6)

[ <t>xighy{xAgh)zx) dh,
Jh
and the left action of (gx,xx) on Fx intertwines the action

(2.7)

Fx(g, x)=

4>x^<t>ÁgigV{xup{gig)zx)-

Furthermore, by (2.5) we have Wf]]2,= (27r)m/A ||<^A||^di/(A), where ]]<¡>x][2
denotes
the L2 norm on G/Hx, and the mapping / —►
4>xis onto L2 sections A —►
L2(G/HX).
If we were to ignore the action of V, we would be asking for the Fourier decomposition of L2(G/HX), or equivalently the representation induced from the trivial
representation of Hx. The action of V requires that we induce in stages from Hx to
Gx and then from Gx to G. Of course the representations induced from irreducible
representations of Gx extend to irreducible representations of G x V according to

Mackey's theory [8].
Thus let 6 denote any irreducible representation of Gx that occurs in L2(GX/HX).
Such representations are said to be of class one with respect to Hx. Let mx¿ denote
it multiplicity in L2(GX/HX). Equivalently, mx is the dimensions of vectors in the
representation space of 6 that are invariant under the action of Hx. Let S)s denote
the space of functions in L2(GX/HX) which transform according to 6, and Px¿ the
orthogonal projection operator from L2(GX/HX) onto fig. Then

(2-8)

/=£pM/

is the primary decomposition of functions in L2(GX/HX), where A.\ denotes the
set of all Hx class one representations. Of course we could further decompose Ms
into mXig irreducible pieces, but in general there is no canonical way of doing this.
Let KXys(gx) denote the bi-ü^-invariant kernel on Gx that realizes the projection
operator Px¿ as a convolution operator on Gx,

(2-9)

Px^(g'x)=

í

Jgx

rp(g'xgxl)Kx¡s(gx)dgx
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for g'x G Gx and functions iß on Gx satisfying i¡)(g'xhx) = i>(g'x).
Now for each fixed g G G apply (2.8) and (2.9) at g'x = e to the function
i'ig^) — Öxigg'x) and substitute into (2.6) to obtain

(2.10)

Fx(g,x)= £

KÁ9,x),

where

(2.11)

Fx,6(g,x)=

f

[

cj>x(ghgx1)KXts(gx)ei{x'pi9h)z")dgxdh.

Jh Jgx
Now (2.3) and (2.10) give the final Fourier decomposition formula

(2.12)

f(g,x)= f Y, Fx,s(g,x)dv(\).
Jx6eAx

Substituting the definition of 4>xand (2.2) in (2.11) yields

(2.13) Fx,s(g,x)= (2ir)-mf f

f

f(ghgxl,p(ghgxx)(0,z))

JhJgxJw-1

x .riA,¿(gA)e-¿<2,2*>eí<x'',W2*> dzdgxdh

which expresses the Fourier components Fx¿ explicitly in terms of /.
illuminating, however, to introduce the functions (¡>x¿ on G/Hx by

(2.14)

It is more

J>xAg)=f Mggx^KxÁg^dgxJgx

These functions play the role of the "Fourier transform" of / and are given explicitly

in terms of / by

(2.15) 4>XtS(g)
= i2ir)~mí

f

f(ggxi,p(ggxl)(0,z))e-^^KXtg(gx)dzdgx,

Jgx Jw±
while the Fourier components are given in terms of the Fourier transform by

(2.16)

Fx,s(g,x) = [ <t>X,g(gh)el^h^

By the orthogonality

Jh
of the decomposition

(2.17)

dh.

(2.8) we obtain the Plancherel formula

11/111
= O)"*/ Y, llalli dKA).
■/A*eAx

Notice that <f>Xts
is a function on G/Hx with the property

(2.18)

d>x,s(99x)
Gh

as a function of gx for each fixed g G G, and also the action of G x V on / intertwines
the action (2.7) on <f>Xtg.
Therefore, the space of all functions Fx¿ given by (2.16)
under the action of G x V realizes a primary representation of G x F consisting of
mx<g copies of the irreducible representation in Mackey's theory associated to the
orbit Xx and representation 6 of Gx. Finally, the Fourier transform map / —><£a,í
is an isometry of L2(G x V/H x W) onto the L2 space of all 4>x¿ satisfying (2.18)
for which the right side of (2.17) is finite, since we have already observed that the
mapping / —>cj)Xis onto and the decomposition (¡>x-* 4>x¿ is onto by the theory
of induced representations.
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We can summarize the results as follows:

THEOREM2.1. Define a Fourier transform f -* <j>x>s
for f G L2(GxV/HxW)
by (2.15), the integral over W1 interpreted as a suitable limit. Then <f>Xtg
is a
function on G/Hx satisfying (2.18) and such that the right side of (2.17) is finite,
and the mapping f —» <f>x>g
is an isometry onto the space of all such functions.
Define the Fourier components FXtg by (2.16). Then f is a direct integral of Fourier
components given by (2.12), the integral being interpreted in a suitable limiting

sense, and this constitutes a decomposition of L2(GxV/HxW)
as a representation
ofGxV into a direct integral of primary representation. Each component Fx¡s lies
in a space ofmx¿ copies of the irreducible representation associated to the orbit Xx
and the representation 6 of Gx.
REMARK. The theorem is most useful in the case that all multiplicités mx¿ are
one, for then the primary representations are irreducible. One case in which this is
always true is if G x V/H x W is an affine symmetric space, in the sense that there
exists an involution o of G x V such that H x W is the fixed-point set of a. It is
easy to see that o must then preserve Gx so that Gx/Hx is a compact symmetric
space, and it is well known that the irreducible represenations of Gx occur with
multiplicity one in L2(GX/HX).
If T is a bounded operator on L2(G x V/H x W) which commutes with the group
action, then there exists a bounded multiplier rp(\, 6) such that

Tf(g,x)= f £>(A,«)fVfi(s,*)di/(A)
JKSgAx

if / is given by (2.13), or

TFXi,s= ip(\>6)Fx¿
if TFXis is well defined (the functions Fx¿ are not L2). In order to compute the
multiplier ip(\,8) it is convenient to have an explicit expression for one particular
function FXts for each A,<5. Notice that (2.16) gives such an expression in terms
of <j)X}g,
once we find 4>Xtssatisfying (2.18); however, neither (2.14) nor (2.15) give
a satisfactory

expression

for 4>x,6- In the next section we will write down more

explicit expressions in some special cases.
3. Grassmannian
bundles.
We now specialize to the case of the Grassmannian bundle P«^ of affine fc-planes in Rn where fc < n — 1. Here we may take
G = SO(n) and p is the standard representation
of G on V = Rra. Let ttq denote the fc-plane through the origin spanned by the first fc basis vectors. Then the
isotropy subgroup of G x V fixing ir0is H x W, where H = S(0(k) x 0(n —fc)) consists of matrices of determinant one in block diagonal form (^ °) with a G 0(k) and
b G 0(n - fc), and W is the fc-dimensional subspace of vectors of the form (^) with

y G Rfc. We could equally well take G = 0(n), in which case H —O(k) x 0(n - fc).
The only change would be that in the case n = 2fc+ 1, pairs of representations will
coalesce into one. In either case, G x V/H x W is an affine symmetric space in that
H x W is the fixed-point set of the involution

•((::)

-(:»-(-:

:i)

■(-■•)■
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Now the orbits in W1 under the action of H are exactly the spheres of various
radii and the origin, but we may ignore the origin since it is a set of measure zero.
Thus it is natural to take the parameter set A to be the positive reals, and

Í0\
zx =

0

for each A > 0.

In this way all the groups Hx are the same, namely S(0(k)

x 0(n - k - 1)), in

the form (° °) as above with 6 = (£ °) and c G 0(n - fc- 1). Similarly all the Gx
groups can be identified with SO(n —1) in the form (0 °) with d G SO(n - 1).
Next we need to identify those representations of Gx which are of class one with
respect to Hx. Since Gx/Hx is the compact symmetric space Gn_i,jt, the answer
is well known. Choose the maximal torus Tv in Gx consisting of rotations in the
1-2,3-4,..., (2v — l)-2u planes, where v = [(n —l)/2]. Irreducible representations
of Gx are indexed by highest weight vectors 6 — (6X,...,8V) with respect to Tv,

where 6X,... ,8V are integers satisfying 6X> 62 > ■■■> 6U > 0 if n - 1 is odd and
61 > ¿2 > • • • > I¿1,1if n - 1 is even. The weight vectors 6 corresponding to class
one representations (see §6) are those satisfying

(3.1)

all 6j are even and «5,■
= 0 if j > fcor j > n - fc- 1.

For each such 6 our goal is to find an explicit expression for a function <¡>Xtg
satisfying the transformation law (2.18). To do this it is convenient to consider
the Stiefel manifolds which lie between the rotation group and the Grassmannian
manifolds. Let S^ denote the set of n x m real matrices w = (ujx, ... ,wm) whose
columns

ojj are orthonormal

vectors

in Rn.

Equivalently,

wtrw = Imxm-

Then

S£ = SO(n)/SO(n
- m) for m < n - 1. Notice that 0(m) acts on S™ by multiplication on the right and the quotient is exactly Gn,k for fc = n - m. Thus
functions on Gnik may be thought of as functions on S£, which axe invariant under
right multiplication by 0(m). We need a slight extension of this idea to understand

condition (2.18).
Now fix the values of fc and m with fc + m = n and 1 < fc,m < n — 1. For
w G Sm write w = (u)',uim), where u/ = (wi,...,u;m_i).
We think of u' as an
element of Smz\ for the Euclidean space u>^- Let us write Mg(uj^) to denote the
space of functions on SmZ\(^m) which transform under the left action of SO(n-1)
on SZZ-\(um) according to the representation 6.

LEMMA 3.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence (G-equivariant)
functions (¡>on G satisfying

(32)

Í^

= <l>(9h\)for all hxGHx,

1 <t>iggx)
€ Ms

as a function of gx G Gx for all g G G

and functions f on Sm satisfying
^ ' '

\ fi<jj',u)m) € )/j(ui)

for each fixed unit vector um G Rn,

between
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the correspondence being given by

(3.4)

4>(g)
= /M

if u) equals the last m columns of g.

PROOF. Note that (3.4) is the same as <p(g)= f (g(/^))•

From this it is easy

to see the equivalence of the conditions <¡>(g)= <t>(ghx)and f(u)',ojm) = /(w'r,wm)
I it is
and that the mapping is well defined and G-equivariant. For the case g
clear that 4>(ggx) G Mgis equivalent to f(w',u)m) G Ms(Um) for

Í0\
wm =

v1;
and the general case follows by G-equivariance.
D
The problem now is to find functions satisfying (3.3). To simplify matters we
will first drop the invariance condition /(w',wm) = f(uj'r,ojm), for we can obtain
it in the end by an averaging process. Now in [10] we gave a formula for some
functions in Ms(u>m)-For simplicity first take

Í0\
wm =

v1/
Let
and
the
{ap
and

aj = e2j-X+ie2j denote the vector in Cn with the value 1 in the 2j —l position
i in the 2j position for j = 1,... ,v (these are clearly positive root vectors for
maximal torus Tv). Let Mj(u') denote the determinant of the j x j matrix
■Wm-q}, P,q = 1, • • •, j, for j < vo where vo = min(m - 1, fc). If n — 1 is even
m —l — k — fwe will also need to define M~ (u/) in the same way except that

av is replaced

by av.

Let 6 = (6X,.
[10] says that

6Uo,0,... ,0) be a weight satisfying (3.1). Then Theorem 1 of
fo

(3-5)

/("')

\{M0(

W02A,-

3= 1

1 = fcif ¿„ is
is in Ms(^m) for 2A^ = 6j —6j+x (in the special case v — i/0 m
negative we replace Mv(uj') by M~(w') and 2A^ = -<$„).
Now we want to understand the case of more general wTO,and for this it is
necessary only to abstract the salient features of the vectors ay. It is clear that we
have v linearly independent vectors in C™ satisfying
(3.6)

Oj • a3■= 0

and

aj ■ojm = 0

and conversely if (3.6) holds then (3.5) is in Ms(vm). (In the case v = i^o = m-1 — fc
we have to distinguish the two orientations of the vectors aj in order to decide the
sign of <$„.) To make the dependence on the vectors aj clear we will write Mj(uj', a).
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Now to construct functions satisfying (3.3) we need to solve the following problem: Find f(u)',wm) such that for each fixed wm there exist vectors aj(ojm) such
that f (¡j',(jjm) = Mj(u)',a(ujm)). While it is obvious that such functions exist, we
would like a solution with as simple an expression as possible. It turns out that there
is a very elegant solution, which we have discovered by trial and error and other
methods and which is easily verified to have the desired properties. The basic recipe
is to let Mj(uj) be the determinant of the y xj matrix {ap-ujm-q+x}, p, q = 1,... ,j
for 2 < j < vo + 1, where the vectors aj = e2j-X + ie23 as before. This definition
makes sense in all cases except when n is odd, m — 1 = k — u, and j = v + 1. In
that case we define M^(w) to be the determinant of
ax-u)m

im-i

• wm

^en • u>m ± 1

LEMMA 3.2.

ax-um-X

•••

ai-wi

am_i-u;m_i

•••

am_i-wi

en • wm_i

•••

en ■wi

;

(a) In all cases except when n is odd and m - 1 = fc = v, let

(3.7)

aj((jjm) = (u!m ■ai)aJ+i

- (um • aJ+i)ai.

Then for each fixed ojm with um ■ax ^ 0 the vectors aj(wm) satisfy (3.6) and

(3.8)

Mj(oj) = cJ(wm)MJ_i(a;/,a(a;m))

for some constant Cj(wm).

(b) When n is odd and m—l —k = u, define a3(wm) by (3.7) for 1 < j < m —1
and
(3.9)

am(wm) = (u>m ■ax)(en ± ujm) - (wm • (en ± um))ax.

Then again (3.6) and (3.8) hold, with the orientation

of the vectors aj(üjm) agreeing

with the choice of ±.
PROOF. For (a) take the matrix
(ax

• ujm

•••

ax ■wm-j-\-i ^

O-j • Wm

•••

ttj • LOm-j+X J

whose determinant is Mj(u), multiply all the rows except the first by oi • wm, and
then subtract oi • w¿ times the first row from the ith row. This only changes the
determinant by the factor (ax ■wm)J_1, and clears the first column to

ax ■w

0
.

0

J

so we can read off (3.8). Also (3.6) for aj(uim) is an immediate consequence of
definition (3.7) and the analogous properties of the aj. For (b) we do an analogous
procedure to the matrix whose determinant is M* (w). Again we multiply each row
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except the first by ax -o;m, and subtract ax -Wi times the first row from the ith row
for 2 < i < m - 1, and en ■uin ± 1 times the first row from the last row. This clears
the first column as before, but we require one additional observation. The last row
is now (0 dm ■ojm-X ---dm- ux), where dm = (oi ■wm)en - (en ■u>m ± l)ax. The
observation is that while dm is not equal to am(ojm) as given by (3.9), we still have
dm-uji— am(wm) ■(jJi for i < m — 1. The reason for this is simply that wm ■ují — 0
since ¡jj G S£. The verification of (3.6) for i,j < m— 1 is immediate, and
am(wra)

■am(u!m)

-

(ujm ■ax)2(en

± u>m) • (en ± wm)

- 2(wm • ai)(wm

• e„ ± l)oi

• (±wm)

= (wm • oi)2(2 ± 2en ■ojm - 2(1 ± wm • c„)) = 0.

A simpler computation shows a¿(wm) ■am(u>n) — 0 for j < m.
Finally, we need to consider the relative orientations of the vectors Oj(wm). Since
the orientation clearly varies continuously over the set of wm for which M* (u>) is
not identically zero in <J, it is necessary to observe that this set is connected, and
then compute the orientation for one choice of wm. Now the argument just given
shows that M^(uj) is not identically zero if ax ■wm jk 0, and analogous reasoning
using the ith. row in place of the first row shows that M^ (w) is not identically zero
if a¿ • wm ^ 0 for one i, 1 < i < m. This leaves only two possibilities, wm = ±en,
of which one occurs (when the ± signs are mismatched). This shows that the set
of LJm for which M^(u) ^ 0 to be the sphere minus a point, which is connected.
Choosing Lom= en we also see M+(w) = 2(—l)mMm~_l(cj') which gives the positive

orientation. Now for um = -e„ we have M^(uj) = 2(-l)m~lM^_x(uj'),
but this
is now the negative orientation since it takes an orientation reversing map to send
—en to en and to leave the other basis elements fixed. Q.E.D.

THEOREM3.3.

Let 6 = (6X,... ,6VO,0,... ,0) be a weight satisfying (3.1), and

let
(3.10)

/((«)=/

TMi+i(«'r,u;m)2A'dr,
yO(m-l)"j

where

(3.11)

1\j = 6j - 6j+1

(in the special case v = i>o = m — 1 = k we take 2XV = |<5^| and use M+ or M~
according to sgn<5„). Then fs satisfies (3.3) and is not identically zero.

PROOF. The first part of (3.3) follows from the 0(m - 1) integral in (3.10), and
the second part follows from Lemma 3.2 and the invariance of this condition under
right multiplication u/ —»uj'r. To see that fs is not identically zero we choose
(jjn — cx, wm_i —t%,...,U)j = e2m-2j+i- With this choice ap-wq is always real, so
Mj+X(w'r,ujm)2Xj > 0, and we have in (3.10) an integral of a nonnegative function.

The integrand is clearly continuous in r and assumes the value one when r is the

identity, so fs is positive. Q.E.D.
For some applications it is useful to note that (3.10) produces a "marked" function. From the point of view of the group G, we have produced a vector in the
representation induced from the representation its of Gx. Now the well-known
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branching law and the Frobenius reciprocity theorem give a description of this induced representation as a multiplicity one direct sum of representations irs< of G,
where the highest weights 6' of G satisfy the interlacing condition

S'l >Si >%>--->8l>\6v\,
6[>6i>8'2>--->6v>\6l+x\,

n odd, or
neven.

Here T" is a maximal torus for both Gx and G if n is odd, while for n even we
enlarge Tv to include rotations in the (n - l)-n plane to obtain a maximal torus for
G. In all cases except v = vo = m-l
= k with 8U ^ 0, it is clear from Theorem
1 of [10] that fs is a highest weight vector for the representation its' of G with

8' = (¿i, 8X,62,83,..., 8Vo,0,..., 0). Thus fs lies in a fixed one-dimensional space.
Finally we need to substitute the function <f>
corresponding to fg into (2.16) via
Lemma 3.1 and to simplify the resulting explicit expression for a Fourier component
FXts in each irreducible representation of G x V. In particular, we can combine the
H integral in (2.16) (really an integral over H/Hx) and the 0(m - 1) integral in

(3.10). To simplify notation set
(3.12)

MfH

= p3+1(u)2A>
3=1

so that

dr.
From (2.16) and Lemma 3.1 we have
(g,x)=

[
Js(0(k)xO(m))

<t>(gh)elX^he^

16 (9h(l'))

dh

e%HX'ghen)
dh

'S(0(fe)xO(m))

f

fs(g(0))^x(x'9iaen))ds

Jo<

since the 0(k) component of h does not change the integrand (here (sen) means
(g°)en).
Now substitute (3.13) and make the change of variable s —ys(r0 j).
Notice that this does not change sen. This makes the integrand independent of r,
so

(3.14)

Fx,e(g,x)= f

JO(m)

Ms (/'

I eiMx,g(se„))

\

Let us introduce some simplifying notation.

A fc-plane will be parametrized

[ui,y] with oj G S£ and y G Rm, so that [u,y] is the set of points in Rn of the
form u + uiy, where u G wx (i.e., utToj = 0). The extent of nonuniqueness is that
[ws,s~1y] = [ui,y] for any s G 0(m). The relationship with the coset (gH,x + W)
notation is that w = g(7° ) and x = wy modW.
Then g(°a) = ws and g(sen) = wsem, where em is the mth unit vector in Rm.
Thus (x,g(sen)) — (u)y,u>sem) and since w G Sm this is equal to (y,sem), where
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the inner product is now in Rm. Thus (3.14) becomes

(3.15)

Fx,g([u,y])=

[

Mg(u3s)eiX^se^

ds.

J0(m)

If Vo < m then it suffices to integrate over S™, since only vq columns of u> are

needed to define Mg.
4. Harmonic
analysis of induced representations.
Now we consider the
general case of a semidirect product G xV, where V is abelian, and the harmonic
analysis of any representation induced from a subgroup H x W. More specifically,
we assume that G and V are locally compact groups, V is abelian, and p is a
continuous homomorphism from G into the automorphisms
locally compact group under the composition law

(gi,xx)o(g,x)

of V, so G x V is a

= (gxg,xx + p(gx)x).

We assume H and W are closed subgroups of G and V respectively, with p(H)W Q
W. Let Z = V/W, and let V', W, Z denote the respective dual groups of V, W, Z, so
that V = W®Z canonically. We assume the action p(G) on V defined by p(g)£(x) =
£(p(g)~1x) is sufficiently regular for the Mackey theory [8] to be applicable and the
same for the action of p(H) on W and Z. It suffices, for example, to assume that
G and V are Lie groups.
Now by Mackey's theory, every irreducible unitary representation of H x W
is itself an induced representation from a subgroup Ho x W, so by "induction by
stages" we can induce directly from Ho xW to GxV. In other words, we may assume
without loss of generality that the representation of H X W from which we are
inducing has the form 7rXx, where it is an irreducible unitary representation of H on

M, and x G W such that p(H)x = X- The representation space is L2(GxV, M,ttxx),
functions f:G—yM satisfying

(4.1)

f(gh, x + p(g)w) = ^dwjir(h)-lf(g, x)

and

/

( \\f(g,p(g)z)\\2dgdz=[[f]\l<oo,

Jg/h Jz
where we have chosen (not canonically) a quasi-invariant

measure dg on G/H and
an embedding of Z in V, and ]]f(g,p(g)z)[[ denotes the norm in M. The induced
representation action T(gi,xi) in L2(G xV,M,ir x x) is

(4.2)

T(gx,xx)f(g, x) = J(gx,g)1/2f(gxg, xx + p(gx)x),

where J(gx,g) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the translate by gx of the measure dg with respect to dg.
As before, the first step in the harmonic analysis of T is to apply the abelian
harmonic analysis on Z to the function f(g,p(g)z) for each fixed g. Thus

(4-3)

f(g,c) = jj(g,p(g)z)ç-(z)dz,

(4-4)

f(g,PÍg)z)= fj(g,c)ç(z)dc,
Jz
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(4-5)

11/111=/ [j\f(g,i)\\dcdg
Jg/h Jz

if the Haar measures dz and dç are consistently normalized.
we obtain

(4.6)

f(g,x)=

From (4.1) and (4.4)

[ x(PÍg)~1x)fig, c)c(p(g)-xx) de,

Jz

where we have identified x € W and ç G Z with elements of V under the canonical
identification V = W © Z. (We denote the group product in V multiplicatively.)
Next we decompose Z into orbits Zx under p(H), indexed by A G A, and choose
0\ G Zx for each A. Let Hx denote the isotropy subgroup of H for Cx. Now invoking
the regularity assumption for the action of p(H) on Z, we can choose quasi-invariant
measures dßX on H/Hx and a measure dv on A such that

/ 0(c) dç = / ( /

Jz

<l>(p(h)cx)dßx(h))dv(X)

J\ \Jh/hx

J

for any integrable function <f>
on Z. We apply this to (4.6) to obtain

(4.7)

f(g,x)= f Fx(g,x)dv(\),
Ja

where

(4.8)

Fx(g,x)= f

XÍPÍ9)-lx)fig,p(h)çx)p(h)cx(p(g)-lx)
dßX(h).

To simplify this we define

(4.9)

Mg) = fig^x).

From (4.1) and (4.3) we obtain

(4.10)

f(g,p(h)cx) = ir(h)(j>x(gh)

and
(4.11)

4>x(ghx)=ir(hx)-1cj)X(g)

for all hx G Hx.

Then (4.8) becomes (using p(h)x = x)

(4.12)

Fx(g,x)=

[

(x-lcx)(p(gh)-lx)TT(h)(i>x(gh)dßx(h).

Jh/hx

We also have

ll/H2= /

/ /

Jg/h

J a Jh/hx

Hx(gh)]\2dßx(h)dv(X)dg

and we can combine the integrals over G/H and H/Hx into a single integral over
G/Hx with respect to a suitable quasi-invariant measure dßX(g), so

(4.13)

ll/H2=//

JkJg/Hx

Ux(g)\[2dßX(g)dv(X).

The next step, one that does not occur when 7r is trivial, is to restrict it to Hx
and decompose it into a direct integral of primary (or irreducible) representations.
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We assume that M = fAMa da, it = fAira da on Hx is such a decomposition, where
da is a suitable measure on an index set A and for each a G A, ira is a primary
(or irreducible) unitary representation of Hx on the Hubert space Ma. We let || ||Q
denote the Hilbert space norm on Ma, and let Pa denote the generalized projection
operator on M to Ma (unless M occurs discretely, it is not a subspace of M). Then

for any <f>
G M,

(4.14)

4>= / Pa<j>da

Ja

and

(4.15)

\\ñ2 = ¡JPañl

da,

and we have

(4.16)

P*ir(hx)<t>= ira(hx)Pa<t> iotaühxeHx.

Now we apply (4.14) to <j>x(gh)and substitute into (4.12). We obtain

(4.17)

Fx(g,x)= f Fx,a(g,x)da,
Ja

where

(4.18)

Fx>a(g,x)= f

(x~1ix)(p(gh)-1x)ira(h)(t>x,a(9h)dßx(h)

Jh/Hx

and
(4.19)

<t>x,a(g)= P«<t>xig)-

Notice that <f>x,a'G-* Ma and
(4.20)

¿x,aighx) = iraihx)-l4>x,aig)

iorallhxGHx,

in view of (4.11) and (4.16). Also from (4.13) and (4.15) we obtain

(4.21)

||/||2=///

JkJaJg/Hx

Ux,a(g)\\ldßxig)dadv(X)

which shows that for a.e. choice of A and a, <j>x,aG L2(G,Hx,ira),
which is the
representation space for the representation of G induced from ira on Hx ■ We may
interpret (4.18) as defining an intertwining operator from L2(G, Hx,ira) to a space
of functions i\iQ(<?, x) on G x V. In fact, taking the T(gx,xx) action on i\,a given

by (4.2), under (4.18) this is intertwined with

(4.22)

Tx,a(gi,xx)<t>x,a(g)= J(gi,g)í/2ix-\x)ÍPÍggi)-lxx)(j>xAgig)

and J(gx,g) is the correct Radon-Nikodym derivative for the measure dßx(g) on
G/Hx- Thus the action of G on <j>x,ais the induced representation from ira on HxThe last step is to decompose this induced representation by inducing to an
intermediate group Gx, the isotropy group of Cx in G. Suppose

ind ira =
HxlGx

tta,q,6 d6
JAx¡a
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is a direct integral decomposition into primary (or irreducible) representations of
Gx, and denote by Px,a,s the associated projection operator from L2(Gx,Hx,ira)
onto the representation space for irx,a,s- This means

(4-23)

<t>= /

Px,a,6<t>d8,

JAx.c

(4-24)

||<A||2A,Q
= /

\Px,a,sHlQ.gd8

for any <j>G L2(Gx,Hx,ira), where || \[x,a denotes the norm on L2(Gx,Hx,ira) and
||A,a,6 denotes the norm on the representation space for irx,a,s- Also we have

(4.25)

Px,a,è4>(gxg)= ^x,a,s(gx)Px,a,s <f>(g)

for any gx G Gx- Usually it is possible to realize the representation space of irx,a,s
as a generalized subspace of L2(Gx,Hx,ira),
in other words as functions on Gx
satisfying (4.20), and Px,a,6 as a convolution operator

(4.26)

P\,a,6il>(g)= f

JGx

^(ggx1)Kx,aAgx)dgx

(iorgGGx)

with a suitable kernel Kx,a,s- We will adopt this notation in general.

Now we define (for g G G)

4>xa,s(g) = Px,a,S<l>X,a(g)= /

</>A,a(ff0A
^A^Sa)

dgX-

JGx

This will be the final "Fourier transform," and it is given in terms of / by

(4.27)

<t>x,a,s(9)=

The associated

(4.28)

Jgx Jz

Paf(ggx\p(ggxl)z)~c~xTz)Kx,a>s(gx)dzdgx.

Fourier component

Fx,a,6(g,x)=

[

ÍA,a,i5 is

(X-1CX)(p(gh)-1x)ira(h)^x,a,s(gh)dßX(h),

Jh/Hx

the Fourier inversion formula is

(4.29)

f(9,x)= [ [ [

JxJaJax.c

Fx,a>6(g,x)d8dadv(X),

and the Plancherel formula is

(4.30)

||/||2= / / /

J\JaJax,c

Hla¡gd6dadv(X).

The action Tx<a(gx,xx) on 0A,a,¿ given by (4.22) intertwines the action T(gx,xx) on
Fx,a,s given by (4.2), and so Fx,a,6 realizes the primary or irreducible representation

of G x V associated to the point x_1ft in V and the representation 7Ta,q,6of GaIn the case that either irx,a,6 or ira are primary representations, the space of Fxia,s
components will have multiplicity equal to the product of the multiplicities of irx,a,s
and ira.
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5. Orthogonal
Radon transformations.
Fix values of fc and fc' between 0
and n - 1, and fix j between max(0, k + k' -n) and min(fc, fc'). We are going to
define a generalization of the Radon transform, R(k', k,j), from functions on Pn#
to functions on Pn,k, that intertwines the action of G x V. Given a fixed fc-plane it,

consider all fc'-planes it' that intersect it orthogonally in a j-plane. If the fc-plane
7Tis [<jj,y],where w = gi® ), then it is not hard to see that all such fc'-planes are of
the form

0
0

where s G S£_ j> r G ST, and z G Rk~3

rtTy

for d —m' - k + j (note 0 < d < m). Thus we define

(5.1)

R(k',k,j)f

9\t)>y

í IÍ

f

Jnk-i Js? Js^_j

ds dr dz

for suitable functions /, and we will call R(k', k,j) (or just R) an orthogonal Radon
transform. It is easy to see that R intertwines the actions of the Euclidean motion
group. We expect that R(k',k,j)
is diagonalizable via harmonic analysis: If the
harmonic analysis of / is given by
/•oo

(5.2)

/=/

Jo

£FA,4di/(A),

66A'

then
/•oo

(5.3)

Rf=

is the harmonic analysis of Rf.

J0

£äFa,s

¿GA'

<&/(*)

Of course the integrals in (5.2) and (5.3) must be

taken in a suitably regularized sense, and the expression RFx,s is formal, since the
mild decay at oo of FA)¿ will not always be enough to make the integral defining
RFx,s converge pointwise. However, if we can make sense of RFx,s, Schur's lemma

assures us that the operator is uniquely determined up to a constant multiple.
Already, without doing any computation, (5.3) gives us a lot of information by
comparing the set of highest weight vectors 8 G A' for Pn¿> with the set A for

Pn,k- We have A' Ç A if and only if min(fc',n —fc' - 1) < min(fc,n - fc- 1), so
this condition is necessary if we are to have R invertible (RFx,s = 0 if 8 G A' but
8 £ A). Similarly the reverse inequality is necessary if we are to have R onto.
To get more information we need to compute RFx,s for the function FXis given
by (3.14) (or equivalently (3.15)), which we will denote Gx,g or G'A¿ (for the choice

of fc or fc', respectively). We have

(5-4)

RG'Xts= c(X,6)GXis

by Schur's lemma, and it is not hard to see that

(5.5)

c(X,8) = Xj~kc(8)
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by considering the action of dilations (this will also come out of our computations).
To compute c(8) it suffices to evaluate Gx,s and RG'X ¿ at a single point for which
Gx,s is nonzero.

Now by (3.15) we have

Ga,«([w,0])= /

Jo(m)
O(m)

M6(us)ds

and we choose w = w, where wm — ex, ûm-X = e$,_

Then ap ■ô}m_g+i = 8%,

and so

Mg(ws) = J|(det{sp,}i<p,q<l+i)2A*
i=l

(with a slight modification in the case n odd, m —1 = fc) and we have the nonzero
value

(5.6)

GXt6([Q,0])=

T(det{Spg}i<p,,<î+i)2Aids,

Jo(m)fJi

where A., is given by (3.11) and depends only on 8. Presumably there is an explicit
formula evaluating this integral, but we have not been able to find it.
Next we compute RG'X ¿([¡j,0]). Strictly speaking we should multiply by a test
function V'(A) supported away from the origin and integrate, for then / ip(X)G'x g dX

will be rapidly decreasing, so R J' tjj(X)G'x¿ dA is well defined and

R J ip(X)G'x,s
dX= j c(X,8)^(X)Gx,b
dX
is the analogue of (5.4), from which we can recover c(X,6). However, it is simpler
to compute formally but directly. Choose g G G such that g(¡ ) = w. Then

ÄG'Ai6([w,0])

= /

iff

Ms(~g(Sn °)t')e^iô)'t,e^dzdsdrdt'.

J0(m')JsxJs*_:iJR'<-i

V V

/ /

Now we can perform the z integration and obtain a factor (27rA)J_fc times the 6function in the first fc - j variables of t'emi. However, since we can always change
the r variable by multiplying on the right by an element of 0(d), we can force the
last column of t' to be

(0\

v1/
and so

(5.7) ÄG'M(M])

^LJJs,*

(»(::)P!))***■
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Further properties of R will require a more explicit evaluation of the integrals in
(5.6) in (5.7). In particular, we mention the question of whether or not (5.7) is
zero. In the special case j = 0, n odd, and k + k' — n-1, Gonzalez [3] has inverted

R by a different method.
We can similarly define orthogonal

Radon transforms

on the n-sphere

Sn —

SO(n + l)/SO(n).
A fc-plane in Sn (a totally geodesic fc-dimensional subspace)
is the intersection of the sphere, embedded in R"_1 in the usual way, with a
fc+ 1-dimensional subspace through the origin in Rn+1, so the space of fc-planes is
Gn+i,fc+i, and an individual fc-plane can be represented either by g G SO(n + l) or
by u) — gi® ) G Sm+1, where m + k = n. As before we will write [to[ for the fc-plane
associated with w (so as a point set in Sn it is the set of vectors orthogonal to the
m columns of w).
Again we fix values fc and fc' between 0 and n— 1 and j between max(0, k + k' —n)

and min(fc,fc'), and consider for a fixed fc-plane it all the fc'-planes that intersect
it orthogonally in a j-plane. The integral transform from functions of fc'-planes to
functions of fc-planes associated with integrating over this set is given by

0

R(k,k',j)f

'S"*
Jsj<
+1
d
K —j

0

f

0

dsdr,

where d = m' —fc + j. If / = Z^seA' Pi 1S^ne harmonic analysis of a function of
fc'-planes (here A' is the set of weights (8X,..., 8U>,0,..., 0) where

v'q —min(fc' + l,m')
and Si are even), then Rf = 2~2seA>PP& ls tne harmonic analysis of Rf. Furthermore, if for Fs we choose the marked function (see §6)

G's([w])= /

JO(m')

M's(ut)dt

where

M's(u) = j! detK •^'-,+
i= l

iIkp, q<i

with 2Aj = Si — ¿j+i (with the obvious modification in the case fc' + 1 = m! and
8V>< 0), then RG'S = c(8)Gg. If we choose u> — Cj as before then in analogy with

(5.6) we have
/•

Gs([ü])=

"0

/

T(det{sp,}i<p,,<i)2Aida

Jo(m)fj[

and also

RG'g([ü])=[

[

/

Jo(m') JS? JS£+*

MS

dsdrdt!.

6. Concluding
remarks.
(1) There is some confusion in our previous paper [10] concerning the representations that occur in L2 of the Grassmannian
manifolds, arising from our failure to distinguish between the Grassmannian Gn<k
(either as SO(n)/S(0(m)
x O(k)) or 0(n)/0(m)
x O(k)) and the larger space
SO(n)/SO(m)
x SO(k). Also, we now have a very elegant result due to Helgason
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[6, 7], giving the integrality condition on the highest weight 6 = (81,82, ■■■,S^)
which is necessary and in some cases sufficient for the representation irg to appear
in G/K for any compact symmetric space, where G and K are both connected,
as follows. Let Gc denote the complexification of G, and let G be a connected
real-form such that G/K is the dual symmetric space to G/K. Choose a max-

imal torus T in G which splits T = TX@T2 with T2 Ç K and such that the
complexification of Ti intersects G in the abelian component A of the Iwasawa
decomposition of G. Then Helgason's condition is that 8 restricted to T2 must be
zero, i.e., 8 = (8X,..., 8Uo,0,..., 0), where vo is the dimension of Ti and in addition

(6.1)

|4gZ+

forallaeA+,

(a, a)

where A+ is the set of positive roots for G. In [7] Helgason proves this is necessary
and sufficient under the assumption that G is simply-connected. However, the
necessity is easily seen as follows (this argument is given in Flested-Jensen [2, p.
180], but he also asserts that it is sufficient without giving a convincing proof). If
irg appears in G/K, then the holomorphic extension of irg to Gc when restricted
to G yields a finite-dimensional representation its of G with a K-nxed vector, and
its determines its uniquely. But then the results of Helgason [6] describe all such
representations as being given by highest weights (on A) satisfying (6.1), and it is
easy to see that the weight must be the restriction of 8 to A. We do not need the
sufficiency of (6.1) because we can explicitly construct the representations.
In our case G = SO(n), K = SO(m) x SO(k) with say vq = m < fc. The group
G is SOe(m, fc), and A = expa(t) for t G Tm, where

/
a(t) =

0
diag(t) 0^
diag(i)
0
0

v

0

0

0;

and diag(i) denotes the m x m diagonal matrix with diagonal entries t\,...,tm,
and the roots are easily computed to be t = (tx,..., tm) —y±tr ± ts for r ^ s with
multiplicity one, and t —>±tr with multiplicity k — m. The usual lexicographic

ordering yields the positive roots t —>tr ± ta for r < s and t —»tr (if fc > m). Thus

(6.1) says 6r ± 6S G 2Z+ and Ss G Z+ if fc > m. In addition to the usual conditions
for a dominant weight for SO(n), 8j integers and 8X > 82 > ■• ■ > 8m > 0 ii
k > m (¿1 > 82 > • • • > ¿m-i > ]6m\ if fc = m), we have the additional requirement
that all the 83;for j = 1,..., m have the same parity (this condition is misstated in

[10]).
Now if we wish to realize the highest weight vector for each such representation
as a function on S^ invariant under the action on the right by SO(m) we take

(6.2)

Gs(uj)= [

JsO(m)

Ms(ujt)dt,

where

(6.3)

MsM = [] detK ■^)i<P%
i=l
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(in the case fc = m and Sm < 0 we replace am by a^ and take |<5m|as the exponent
when i = m). The fact that Ms(u>) is a highest weight vector for 8 on S^ is
established in [10], and the invariance is clear from (6.2). The fact that we have a
nonzero value for G¿(w) for w = w as in §5 uses the fact that ¿¿ —Si+X is even for
i < vq = m, and det{ap • wq}x<p,q<m is invariant under w —>u>t for t G SO(m). In
[10] we used a summation rather than the integral in (6.2).
Now to get functions on the Grassmannian we need to have invariance under
0(m), and clearly this depends oon the parity of 8m being even. Altogether then
we require

(6.4)

6 = (8X,...,6UO,0,...,0)

with 8x,...,8Vo even,

and then (6.2) and (6.3) give an explicit realization of a nonzero highest weight
vector. Notice that we no longer require m < k here (we cannot dispense with
this hypothesis when 8Vo is odd, however, for then the integral in (6.2) will vanish
identically). We could also take the integral in (6.2) over 0(m) rather than SO(m).
Helgason's theorem also provides a formula for the zonal spherical function of
the representation its in G/K. This might be quite useful for some applications,
but it does not provide a "marked" vector that can be compared when we vary K.
(2) We have dealt with Grassmannian manifolds and bundles over the real number field R, but everything generalizes to the complex and quaternion fields. Here
we briefly indicate the modifications in the complex case. The Grassmannian manifold GCn,fc of complex fc-dimensional subspaces of C™ can be regarded as G/H
with G = SU(n) and H = S(U(k) x U(m)), where fc+ m = n, or we could take
G = U(u) and H = U(k) x U(m). We will take the latter case even though U(n)
is not semisimple since it contains more information (every irreducible representation of U(n) is already irreducible in SU(n), but restriction to SU(n) does not
determine the representation on U(n)), and it is somewhat simpler.
The Grassmannian bundle then is constructed by taking V — Cn, p as the
standard representation of G on V, and W = Ck. The orbits of p(H) on W1- are
again spheres parametrized by the positive radius A > 0, and if

/0\

W
then

Gx = U(n - 1) and Hx = U(k) x U(m - 1).
We choose the diagonal matrices as a maximal torus in G and GA; these have
dimensions n and n —1, respectively. Irreducible representations of GA are indexed
by highest weight vectors 8 = (8X,... ,<5n-i), where the 8j are integers satisfying
Si > 82 > • • • > 8n-X. Those which are of class one with respect to Hx are of
the form (Sx,..., 8„0,0,..., 0, —8Vo,... ,-8x) , where v0 = min(fc, m - 1) and there
are n - 1 - 2^o zeros, and the highest weight vector, realized as a function on the
Stiefel manifold UmZ\ = U(n— 1)/U(k)

which are invariant under the right action
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of U(m - 1), are given by Ju{m_x) Ms(wa)ds
Ms(ui)

where

= n(det{WP.9}9<P,g<tdet{Wn-p,q}l<p,q<i)6i_i,+

1

t=l

(see [11, p. 321]).
Now we introduce coordinates [w, z] on the Grassmannian bundle with wei/J
and z G Cm for the fc-plane ui1- + uiz. The analogue of (3.15) is now

FXiS([lj,z])=

f
Ms(uJs)elXRe^se^ds,
Ju(m)

where
vo

MsÍuj) = Jl(det{wm+i_p,q}i<p,q<¿+i det{wm+1_p,n+i_q}i<p>q<î+i)'5i",5i+1.
¿=1

The function Fx,g is marked as the highest weight vector for the representation

of G with highest weight
(SX,SX,82,... ,SUo,0,... ,0, -8Uo,... ,-82,-6x,-8i)

with n - 2v - 2 zeros unless fc = m - 1 = vq, in which case the weight is
(8i,Sx,82,.. .¿„o_i,0, -8Vo-i,..

.,-¿2,-¿i,-ó'i)

(in the case n = 3 it is just (8X,0,—8X)). There are analogous orthogonal Radon
transforms as well. We leave the details to the interested reader. For compact
analogues see Grinberg [5].
(3) The invariant differential operators on the Grassmannian bundle have recently been determined by Gonzalez and Helgason [4]. They find i^o+ l generators,
which is consistent with the fact that there are vq + 1 parameters among A and 8,
and suggests

that

this is the natural

"rank"

of the space.

It would be interesting

to diagonalize these operators.
(4) There is no invariant Riemannian metric on the Grassmannian bundle, nor is
there an invariant semi-Riemannian metric. This fact has significant consequences
for the harmonic analysis; in particular, it means that we cannot control the smoothness of a function merely by the decay of its Fourier components. Thus while we
should expect a simple Paley-Weiner characterization of the Fourier components of
functions in D or S, the characterization will involve smoothness of the components
as well as decay in A and 8.
Another consequence is that there is no natural definition of Sobolev spaces. Of
course we can define quasi-invariant Riemannian metrics (so that the group actions
are Lipschitz continuous) and Sobolev spaces based on these, but it is not even
clear whether there is a natural equivalence class of quasi-invariant metrics. Of
course one can define Sobolev spaces where only derivatives in the fiber directions
are allowed, and these spaces might enter into a Plancherel formula for orthogonal
Radon transforms.
(5) The Grassmannian bundle Pn,k can be thought of as a limit of Grassmannian
manifolds Gn+i,fc+i of fc-planes in Sn as the radius of the sphere tends to infinity.
In the case of points, fc = 0, the harmonic analysis on the sphere Sn and the
harmonic analysis on Rn are related by the well-known Mehler-Heine identities.
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One would similarly expect there to be limiting relations connecting the harmonic

analysis of Gn+i,K+i and Pn¿.
One can also obtain Pn^ as a limit from the "other side." Namely, consider the
hyperbolic Grassmannian bundle of totally geodesic fc-dimensional submanifolds of
an n-dimensional hyperbolic space of constant curvature.
This can be identified
with 0(n, l)/0(m) x 0(k, 1) which is a semisimple symmetric space, and Pn^ is
obtained in the limit as the curvature tends toward zero. Very little is known about
the harmonic analysis of this semisimple symmetric space, and one can hope that
some light will be shed on this problem by the results of this paper.
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